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Popcorn 9

John Fall

Editor’s Note: The following excerpt is the first chapter of a longer work, also entitled Popcorn 9.


"It is I who lift up the arm of Him who is inert; I have gone out of Hermopolis, I am a living soul, I have been initiated into the hearts of baboons."
- From The Egyptian Book of the Dead


"I try to think, but nothing happens!"
- Curly Howard

1.


A soul departs the being it inhabits in one of many possible ways.  Sometimes it actually does leave, as Hollywood so often tells, with a noble sigh of the long-suffering, the soul floating heavily up from barely parted lips, dying eyes watching it go.  More often it makes a rushed, rude escape from the body's other mouth, or perhaps it flies away from a hole freshly opened with the aid of a surgeon's instrument, if not his intent.  A soul may find freedom courtesy of a catastrophe, such as an earthquake, a car collision, a terrorist's bomb, a slip in the shower, which rends the body in such a way as to make its continued existence impossible, and the soul's release inevitable.  Oftenmore often than generally thoughta soul simply leaks away over a period of years, eloping with eternity one breath at a time, until the day a body looks in the mirror to discover a blackened, cold wick where once a flame had hotly burned. 
In the case of Michael's soul, a fight for the exit ensued.  His suddenly dead body lay underneath a hefty, momentarily overpowering man, his trapped soul desperately wanting to flee its flesh-and-bone cage.  Crammed into lungs and spilling down the throat, the body's genius found the way to freedom blocked by a windpipe crushed between two hands around Michael's neck.  Two hands that, although they had already ended Michael's life, refused to stop strangling his body.
The soul pushed and pried at the pinched throat, knocking itself against the mucous-lined flesh, an abandoned dog assaulting a shut door.  Defeated, it turned back on itself again and again in that wispy, smokelike way that souls have, swelling Michael's chest, inflating his lungs close to the point of explosion.
Then it settled.  The soul stopped struggling, deciding instead to occupy the cramped space, a prisoner patiently bidding his time until escape becomes possible.  The naked murderer on top of the naked Michael would have to let go sooner or later, and a soul, after all, can wait a very, very long time.
Though longing to evaporate into the ether, the soul sat back and relaxed, and, much like Michael would have done, enjoyed a cigarette, mulling over, without the slightest surprise, how the homo sapiens specimen it longed to leave had successfully courted such a nasty end at such an early age.  
For nearly half of his nearly three decades of life, Michael had drunk his as well as somebody else's share of alcohol, and the soul had suffered through many a dehydrated morning-after with its host, as hangovers do not confine themselves to meat and bones.  In addition Michael, not unlike the man who had killed him moments before, had had a sweet tooth for speed and, to a lesser degree, various other drugs.  The soul took some offense at this incessant meddling with booze and various chemicals.  "Wasn't I good enough?" it had huffed in rather childish transcendental piques.
The answer, of course, was "No."
Preoccupied with constantly getting high and coming down, both being pastimes that, one way or another, end up consuming a great deal of time, energy, and money, Michael had not devoted much of himself to honing, or even identifying, empathy.  He was, to quote many of the people who knew him, "a real fucker."  He mocked the lame and kicked kittens, cut in lines and spat on beggars.  Only his vanity proved huge enough to rival his casual malice, and they wreaked havoc in tandem, two Japanese movie monsters with one common enemy—humanity.
Michael had a head of unruly blond curls.  He crowed over his own supple waist.  Michael had, in fact, a sassy rump.  He examined himself in the mirror, naked, at least several times a day.  He monitored his ear, nose, and throat hairs, immediately clipping those that even dared point toward the outside world.  He shaved his chest and exfoliated his scrotum.  A local electrolysis boutique rid him of the soft, pale hairs that ran down his spine.  He inspected his own perfect manicure so often an observer would have thought that tiny television screens embedded in each fingernail all played videos of Michael.
As during the moments prior to his death, he had always been at his happiest when he had successfully screwed someone else for his own gain, the profit usually taken in pleasure.  He had loved to recount to whomever would listen the story of the time he pilfered a trick's credit card and spent the next three days treating friends to cases of champagne.  Oh, how the soul had hated hearing that one repeated for the nth time.  Not to mention any number of other thefts from boutiques, department stores, one-night stands, and longtime friends.
Given the human it had inhabited, it is understandable why this particular spirit longed to flee.  It had had enough some time ago, and now the unexpected but not unwelcome parting of ways seemed nigh.  No love would go missing here.
Unable to leave for the moment, the soul's thoughts pondered the future: what would it return as?  It had already served one Shirley MacLaine stint, and it counted on the odds of a return engagement to be slight.  Hopefully it would return as an insect, the soul feeling that next time around it richly deserved a predictable life of hatching, eating, molting, mating, and dying.  Then again, it had heard horror stories about fellow spirits trapped in amber for millions of years, only to end up at the end of a silver necklace on a Wal-Mart counter.  "Knowing my luck," the soul mumbled, "knowing my luck …"
… George did not know how to stop strangling Michael.  He could not make himself stop.  That little voice, the often ineffective one, the one that told him to quit doing drugs, to try harder at work, to use condoms, kept telling him to Let go Let go Let go!, practically screaming in George's ear while Michael still choked and gasped and turned first red, then white, and ultimately blue.  Then and only then, the little voice calmed down, retreating into suicide-counselor mode.  Everything's going to be alright, George, trust me.  Just let go of his neck.  It will all be fine.  Just take a breath and let go of Michael's neck.  Yes, George, I promise I won't call the police.
But something else kept him latched on, something else forced him to reduce that neck to the circumference of a ballpark frank, to hold on to that man for dear life.  Given the preoccupation of all of his fingers, George could not put one on exactly what kept him throttling Michael.  Perhaps it was the same something that made his heart race like an Indy 500 champion, that kept his penis erect while he straddled a dead man, that denied him an ejaculation while granting Michael a stupendous one, given his moans and yells and the amount of hot liquid he had deposited in George, even though he had promised he would pull out first, before he lay back, limp and finished.  "Don't come, don't come, DON'T COME," George had bellowed a wet, pasty second after the fact.
Finished.  George had sat there, still aroused, still in motion, with the sated, jism-depositing, lying Michael already trying to wriggle out from underneath him.  George's teeth, set in a crystal-meth clench, had ground down a bit further.  He was not a tissue in which Michael could just leave himself.  Yes, his stomach stuck out more than a little, and he was not particularly good at making conversation, and sometimes he had bad breath without realizing it, but despite what Michael and some others seemed to think, he did not exist merely to satisfy them when nothing better appeared.
This time, George would take satisfaction.  He had tried to stuff Michael back into himself, had tried to push that soft appendage back into the space it had so painfully conquered minutes earlier.  "Come on, fuck me some more.  I haven't come yet.  Get hard.  You've gotta fuck me.  It's MY TURN!"
     The only reply from Michael had been a weak post-orgasm attempt to push his pudgy partner off so that he could dress and leave.  That shove, that exclamation point of rejection, while not unseating George, did push him too far.  For every action … and the reaction was those two chubby yet strong hands wringing that vain and selfish neck.
Albeit a deceptively pretty neck.  Not too long, not too squat, it had proudly held Michael's head above everything around it earlier that evening as he surveyed the Rose Tattoo's Wednesday night patrons.  The neck, actually, had kept Michael's head out of George's reach for most of the night.  As the target of the shorter man's unintentionally comic come-hither glances, Michael had made his disdain quite clear from his heights.  Only when offered speed had Michael looked down, so very far down, to the papaya-shaped space George occupied.  They snorted the powder in the bathroom, George taking his second hit of the evening, Michael having his first in three days.  It felt good, and he wanted more.  His eyes ran over George, finding him considerably less unappealing than he had been only a brief inhale before.
George was not quite stupidstupendously impetuous, perhaps; generally fearful, definitelybut not quite stupid.  He knew the effect the drug would have and had counted on Michael wanting more.  They always did.  He knew to say, "I have more at my place," when it was half an hour to closing time and Michael did not have any other prospects because George had been preoccupying him for the last hour while driving all other men off with a wild glare.  
George knew, with a little luck and some drugs, how to lure a man home.  He just did not know how to kill one, which was understandable given that Michael was his first murder.  For an ingénue, he did a fine job.  Michael struggled, as anyone would.  The speed he had snorted combined with impending death caused his flailing arms to aim for George's face.  He managed to drag a fingernail down one of his murderer's cheeks before George, rather subconsciously, pinned down Michael's arms with his knees.  In that position, all the victim could do was bloody the killer's thick thighs with his fingernails and pound his back with his knees before death brought the struggle to an end.
For a few long minutes, George's eyes, like his hands, remained clamped shut while the corpse's cold orbs bulged.  He finally relaxed his lids and his grasp, sliding off of the body he had brought home a little over half an hour back.
That body, long and slim.  Muscles graced its smooth arms and trailed down its legs.  Michael had swum regularly since high school, where he had played on the water polo team.  Later, swimming had become a necessity.  Not to sustain his health, but to keep his blond hair blond and his appealing body appealing.
The exercise certainly kept his butt firm, and George had eagerly cupped the cheeks in his hands when the two men had first stripped.  Michael had encouraged the stroking, even allowed the slapping, but drew a line at the fingering.  Over and over he had pushed George's heat-seeking digits away from his anus, a first refusal that started George down a path of frustration to murder.
The second refusal came at the opposite end of Michael's alimentary canal.  It was not that Michael would not kiss; unknown to George, he could not kiss.  From his first few adolescent dates with females, Michael had never mastered the act, or enjoyed it.  The touch of another's lips left him unmoved, and the mere sight of a tongue pointed at his mouth made him queasy.  He avoided lips altogether, turning his head and presenting a cheek, or, if a tongue approached, an ear.  George, on the path to disaster, had interpreted the denial as disrespect.  The infamous straw, the back-breaking one, came, as explained, when George did not.  The rest, particularly Michael, was recent history.
Inside the dead body, the soul, drumming its fingers against Michael's quiet diaphragm, still waited for a governor's reprieve.  The collapsed windpipe would not recover of its own accord.  That would take a coroner's hand. The wait, happily, would soon end.
George, with the liveliest part of Michael running down the back of his legs, stood looking at his handiwork.  Bruises already formed a high collar around the shrunken neck.
You fucked up, the voice informed him.  He flexed his fingers, which ached with the pain of choking the life out of someone, then noticed other little agonies, like the sting of air against the scratches on his legs and face and the pulsing sensation where Michael's knees had beat against his back.  Holding his bent arms perpendicular to his sides, he examined the last marks Michael had left on this world.  The wounds on his legs throbbed and wept.  His heart pounded in his ears as he turned to the mirrored doors of his closet and, looking past the square, yellow note stuck to the one mirror that read, "I am a good person," saw the reflection of his face.  He could see the damage Michael's short-yet-sharp nails had caused: a circus-red scratch running in a straight line from his left ear to more than halfway across his face.  Damage that a heavy, neurotic man in a self-absorbed, ever-dieting world could ill afford.
George saw warm, red blood, and he imagined the scar likely to remain in its wake.  Grasping blindly for support, he clutched the broken, white plastic Teensy Weensy Book Lite that lay on the nightstand next to his bed.  The portable reading lamp had come into his possession at a white elephant Christmas gift exchange held at the bank where he worked.  At first, he had cursed his luck at picking that gift from the pile, almost tossing it into a trashcan while waiting for a bus home.  Later, though, he found the lamp particularly useful for browsing pornographic magazines while in bed.  Its small light fell only on the pages and not on his body, which he preferred not to see while masturbating.  The very morning of the day he would kill Michael, he had stepped on the lamp while scrambling from bed an hour late, breaking a piece off the lamp's plastic shade.  What remained came to a sharp, dangerous point. 
     George held the shard of plastic as if it were Michael's neck, so tight that his fingers stopped aching.
"I FUCKED UP," he screamed, turning back to the dead man.  Not dead enough for George, who proceeded to assault the remains with the makeshift weapon.  Lamp shade and fist rose and fell and rose and fell, the force breaking Michael's skin and cracking some of his ribs, allowing his blood to surface.  
The last of the stabs fell between two ribs and punctured Michael's left lung, and the soul, its metaphysical bags packed, exploded through the gap.  The noisy departure, sounding nothing like doom, took the air out of George, too, halting his momentary bout of repetitive-motion disorder.
Dropping the slick lamp, he stepped away from the bed and began rationalizing why he could wait until the next day to deal with what he had done.  The little voice said, It is tomorrow, and the face of the know-it-all clock radio confirmed the news.  Call the sergeant, the voice advised. 
"Not yet," George said aloud.  He picked up the cell phone with his mostly clean hand and entered the memory code for Craig's number.  The phone rang three times before a mechanized voice came on to report that Craig's cell phone was currently turned off.
George remembered that the phone had rung sometime during the sex or the murder.  Only one friend would call him at this hour, George knew, simply because he only had one friend.  Accessing his messages, he listened to Craig's excited voice: "Guess what?  I'm going to Equinox!  With this really hot guy I met tonight.  Can you stand it?  You can't!  Too bad.  I wanted to see if you had any crystal you could give me.  I guess I'll find some there.  Miss me!  Call you when I get back."
"Jerk," George muttered as he hung up.  The sergeant loomed before him, an unavoidable specter, but he did not want to make that call at this hour if he could at all avoid it.  Instead, he decided to fall back on a reliable course of action, one that had seen him through several of life's trials: when all else fails, call your dealer.
With a fresh tone, he entered Ron's code, making the phone dial for him.  When an answering machine began repeating its message into his ear, he hung up and entered the code again.  He did this several times until the groggy Ron answered.
"Mmmm?"
"Ron?"  George heard the quavering in his own voice and struggled to steady himself.
"Mmm.  Mmmm?"
"It's George.  I fucked up."
Ron began one of his Valium yawns, the type of yawn that lasts so long that talk interrupts it, not vice versa.  "What does that mean?"
"It means," George looked at the mingled blood on his hand, "I've done something ... not good, and I need your help.  You've got to come over."
"What time is it?"
"It doesn't matter."
"Like hell it doesn't.  Call back after 10."
"Don't hang up!  You've got to come."  Panic quickly considered what might convince Ron to help George.  "If it hadn't been for your product …," he accused into the receiver.
The blame brought the yawn to an abrupt, and an unusually early, end.  "Whoa," Ron cautioned in a voice that made George imagine him suddenly sitting up.  "My product?  You never complained about it before."
"Well, this batch must be laced with something because I went a little crazy and I have this situation and I need your help."
Steady breathing was all Ron offered as he considered George's manipulations.
"You have to come over, Ron."
"Give me half an hour or so."
"Hurry.  And bring a sheet."
"A sheet?  I don't have a spare sheet."
"What about a tarp?"
"Jesus, George, what”
"Okay, okay, forget it.  Just get over here."
Hanging up, Ron turned to find his companion awake and rummaging through the pipes and matchbooks and lighters and papers that layered the surface of the bedside table.  "Want to go for a ride?" he asked.

